


For more information and to register, 
call 352-395-5193 or go to 

sfcollege.edu/communityed.

 Pricing includes all lab fees and T-shirts.

College For Kids (CFK) is a fun and 

learning-filled summer experience 

for children who are 10-14 years of 

age. Come join the fun!

Commitment to Equal Access and Equal Opportunity
Santa Fe College (SF) is committed to maintaining a work and educational environment that embraces diversity and where no member of the college community is excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of, or subject to 
discrimination in any college program or activity based on: their race, ethnicity, national origin, color, religion, age, disability, sex, pregnancy status, gender identity, sexual orientation, marital status, genetic information, political 
opinions or affiliations, or veteran status. This commitment applies to employees, volunteers, students, and, to the extent possible, to third parties, applicants for admission, applicants for employment, and the general public.

Inquiries regarding non-discrimination policies or concerns about discrimination or harassment, including concerns about sexual harassment or sexual violence under Title IX, should be directed to SF’s Equity Officer and Title IX 
Coordinator, 3000 NW 83rd Street, R-Annex, Room 113, Gainesville, Florida 32606, 352-395-5950, equity.officer@sfcollege.edu.

Counselor In Training (CIT)
Counselor In Training (CIT) is a work-oriented, leadership program which gives teens an opportunity to assist College For Kids 

instructors during the CFK summer camp. CITs must be available to attend mandatory training from 12:30 - 2:30 p.m. on June 4. 
CITs receive leadership training and earn 80 service hours. Eligibility requirements: Potential CITs will be between the ages of 
15-18 and/or rising 10th-12th grade students.  
Tuition: $100 per two week camp session | Applications are due by May 8.

Summer camps are also offered in Starke. For more information, please visit our website 
at sfcollege.edu/communityed.

3D Printing
Coding

Minecraft
Robotics

Technology

Basketball
Fencing

Taekwondo
Yoga

Sports

Aroma Creations
Crafts Galore

Decorate Your Space
Jewelry Making

Crafts

Build IT
Jedi Training

Hogwart’s Adventure
Think Tank

Cool Classes

ABC’s: DNA
Beyond The Stars

Gross Anatomy
Zookeepers

Science

Performing/Visual Arts

Dance
Drawing/Painting

Pitch Perfect
Theater

Northwest Campus (GNV)
(ages 10-14)
Session I: July 6 - 16
Session II: July 20 - 30
Monday - Thursday, 8 a.m. - 5:15 p.m.
Full day $390 (per session)
Half day $195 (per session)
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Understanding this brochure

How To Use Your Kindle Fire
Learn all the basics of your Kindle Fire (and HD), Fire 
parts and basic navigation; books, movies/TV, music, 
apps, search the web, and check email. Learn about 
Amazon’s Cloud Services and the benefits of buying 
Amazon Prime.

COM0040.1F4
3 Wed., starts 7/2, 6 p.m.—8 p.m.
Instructor: Ken Humphlett
SF NW Campus, B-204
FEE $39

Course Title

Registration FEE

Contents

Community Education Staff

Mar 11 Registration begins

Mar 28 Classes begin

Apr 10 Good Friday

Apr 12 Easter

May 25 Memorial Day (college closed) 

Cover Photo        Important Dates!        

Like us on Facebook. Follow us on Twitter.

Our programs need a minimum number 
enrolled before a class can run — 

so don’t wait to sign up!

sfcollege.edu/communityed

352-395-5193

401 NW 6th St | Gainesville FL 32601 | 352-395-5193 | sfcollege.edu/communityed

Jennifer Mullis
Program Coordinator

jennifer.mullis@sfcollege.edu

Melissa Graham
Course Manager

melissa.graham@sfcollege.edu

Rosalind Roberts
Administrative Specialist

rosalind.roberts@sfcollege.edu

Camila Sacasa-Lindo
Office Assistant

camila.sacasa-lindo@sfcollege.edu

Joni Murano
Graphic Designer

joni.murano@sfcollege.edu

Contact us at 352-395-5193 or visit
sfcollege.edu/communityed for more information.

COM0040 is the 
course #

Course location: Bldg 
B, Rm 204

3 Wed. means this course 
runs for 3 Wednesdays 

and starts on 7/2

First time class 
is offered

1F4 is the 
section #

The Kanapaha Botanical Gardens, just west of 
I-75 in Gainesville, are home to Giant Victoria 
water lilies seen here, as well as the state’s 

largest public display of bamboo.
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Animal Activities
AKC S.T.A.R. Puppy Class *
Learn how to best communicate with your puppy and also 
provide an opportunity for your dog to socialize. Classes 
aimed at earning the AKC S.T.A.R. Puppy distinction. Get 
info on puppy raising questions including housetraining, 
chewing, and the most effective way to teach practical 
skills.

ANI0045.1F6
6 Sat., starts 3/28, 9 - 10 a.m.
NOTE: At completion your puppy (up to 1 yr.) is 
eligible to be enrolled in the S.T.A.R. Puppy Program. 
Distinction information listed at akc.org/starpuppy. 

AKC Beginning Dog Training *
Develop a happy working relationship with your dog. 
Discover innovative methods for communicating with your 
dog, with emphasis on instant response and attentiveness, 
encouraged by high motivation and praise. All basic 
obedience exercises are AKC oriented and geared for a 
great family dog, as well as competition.

ANI0022.1F6
6 Sat., starts 3/28, 10 - 11 a.m.

AKC Advanced Dog Training *
If you are familiar with AKC Techniques, and your dog 
knows basic obedience exercises, then this next level 
class is for you. Enjoy an advanced class that teaches a 
development of mutual trust and respect. Good citizen and 
AKC Community Canine titles can be earned by exam in 
this class.

ANI0025.1F6
6 Sat., starts 3/28, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.

* Instructor: Mitzi Calvert, CGC Eval.
  SF NW Campus, Lot 9A NW Field
  FEE $39
  NOTE: No sr. waivers. Additional $25 materials fee paid at 1st class. Class meets at field across from Walgreens 

(on corner of NW 91st St). Provide email address, instructor will send map. * Current vaccinations, including flu 
vaccines, will be required before beginning classes. Dog classes are held outside in a large field.

Horseback Riding 101
Horse riding for beginners (all levels are welcome) 
should be fun and exciting! In the first few lessons, 
riders will have the opportunity to interact with their 
horses on the ground. Learn the basics of grooming 
and riding in a structured, fun environment. Become 
a confident rider and handler under the professional 
training of Madonna Bynum.

ANI0055.1B4
4 Thu., starts 4/2, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Madonna Bynum
MADONNA’S EQUINE ACADEMY, Barn
7624 NE 62nd Dr
FEE $29
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Additional $100 facility fee 
paid to instructor at 1st class. Class will meet in 
outdoor arena. Wear appropriate clothes: long 
pants, closed‑toe shoes or boots with 1/2” heel (no 
tread). Directions will be emailed. Any questions, 
call Madonna Bynum at 352‑222‑3266.

AKC Urban Canine Citizenship
This class is geared towards owners who want their dog 
to be good citizens in restaurants, city parks, and similar 
venues where other dogs, people, and children may be 
present. Dogs registered for this class MUST have the 
AKC Canine Good Citizen Title or be taking the class to 
obtain the AKC title at the same time they take this class. 
Successful completion of this class will result in the dog 
earning the AKC Urban Dog Title.

ANI0013.1F6
4 Sat., starts 4/25, 1 - 2 p.m.
DEPOT PARK
200 SE Depot Ave
FEE $39
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Additional $25 fee paid to 
instructor at 1st class. Provide email address, instructor 
will send information about class. Current vaccinations 
(incl. flu vaccine) with proof will be required before 
beginning this class.

Online Options
Start a Pet Sitting Business
Discover how to translate your love of animals into a 
fun and profitable career.

Photographing Nature with Your Digital 
Camera
Learn how to use your digital camera to take stunning 
nature photos, including landscapes, flowers, animals, 
and even macro shots.

Mastering Your Digital SLR Camera
Take your photography to the next level with your 
digital SLR camera by learning how to master lenses, 
apertures, shutter speed, exposure settings, and 
more.

Ava i l a b l e  O n l i n e  A N Y T I M E ! 
S t a r t i n g  a t  $ 1 1 9

Check ed2go.com/santa feco l lege 
fo r  s tar t  da tes .
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Arts and Crafts 

Beginning Sewing
Learn the basics of sewing and how to work all those 
buttons on your machine. Learn piecing techniques, 
zipper installations and much more. Class projects 
include tote bag, throw pillow and a stylish zippered 
pouch, all of which are yours to take home! No prior 
sewing experience is required.

NEE0002.1B7
4 Wed., starts 4/1, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Linda Handley
WESTWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL, Office
3215 NW 15th Ave
FEE $54
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Students must bring a working 
sewing machine, rotary cutter, mat and ruler, thread, 
pins, seam ripper, and iron. Supplies list will be 
provided before class.

Jewelry Construction
The allure of hand made, eye catching adornments 
will inspire you. With a desire to design simple jewelry, 
learn basic non-casting jewelry construction techniques. 
Come create unique rings, bracelets, and pendants. 
Enameling on copper will also be taught.

CRA0061.1W4
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Instructor: Dietrich Dohrmann
WESTWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL, Office
3215 NW 15th Ave
FEE $59
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $15 materials fee paid at 1st 
class. Bring pencil and paper.

Intro To Knitting
Discover the relaxing and rewarding hobby of knitting in 
this complete beginner’s course. Learn to knit Continental 
style as we cover the basic stitches, tools, yarn selection 
and reading patterns. No experience needed.

NEE0007.1F6
3 Sat., starts 3/28, 1 - 3 p.m.
Instructor: Scarlett *Kiki* Geiger
SF NW Campus, S-221
FEE $39
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring $20 to first class for scarf 
materials, a notebook and pen. All supplies/patterns 
will be provided.

Knitting In The Round With DPNs
Have you avoided projects that ask for double pointed 
needles (DPNs) because you don’t know how or it looks 
intimidating? Here’s your opportunity to expand your 
knitting skills and avoid sewing seams. Start knitting a 
small drawstring pouch in the 1st class. 2nd class will 
give you a choice of working on your own pattern or 
patterns provided in class. 

NEE0009.1F6
2 Sat., starts 4/25, 1 - 3 p.m.
Instructor: Scarlett *Kiki* Geiger
SF NW Campus, S-221
FEE $34
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring $20 for kit that will 
include yarn, needles and patterns for class. Bring 
your knitting bag. Must know knitting basics, such as 
cast on, knit, purl and bind off.

DIY Sewing: Ethel Tote Bag
Learn how to make a roomy, study and stylish 
take on a modern tote bag! Made in the Ethel 

teardrop shape, it’s truly a “stuff it in and run out 
the door” kind of bag, designed to comfortably sling 
over your shoulder. This sewing project is packed 
with skill-building opportunities like slip pockets and 
much more. 

NEE0035.1W4
3 Tue., starts 4/21, 6 - 8:30 p.m.

DIY Sewing: Wristlets
This easy clutch is a girl’s best friend! 
Instructor Linda Handley will show you how to 

sew this simple clutch from scratch, complete with 
interior credit card slots and a detachable wristlet 
strap. Though the bag is little, it’s packed with skill-
building opportunities, like inserting a zipper, and 
more. 

NEE0006.1F6
3 Tue., starts 3/31, 6 - 8:30 p.m.

Instructor: Linda Handley
WESTWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL, Office
3215 NW 15th Ave
FEE $44
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Students must bring a 
working sewing machine, rotary cutter, mat and 
ruler, seam ripper, thread, pins, and iron. Supplies 
list will be provided before class.

DIY Birthday Card Crafting
Learn how to make birthday 
cards for your loved ones 
using various paper crafting 
tools including rubber stamps, 
ink, and paper. All supplies are 
provided for you and no prior experience is required. 
Make 8 personalized, custom cards! 

CRA0018.1W2
1 Tue., starts 4/21, 5:30 - 8:30 p.m.

DIY Graduation Cards
Learn how to make beautiful graduation cards, 
announcements and/or invites for your loved 

ones using various paper crafting tools including 
rubber stamps, ink, and paper. All supplies are 
provided for you and no prior experience is required. 
You will make 8 personalized, custom cards! 

CRA0122.1W2
1 Tue., starts 4/7, 5:30 - 8:30 p.m.

DIY Wedding Cards
Learn how to make beautiful wedding “save 
the date” cards and wedding announcements 

for your loved ones using various paper crafting tools 
including rubber stamps, ink, and paper. All supplies 
are provided for you and no prior experience is 
required. You will make 8 personalized, custom 
cards! 

CRA0127.1W2
1 Tue., starts 4/14, 5:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Instructor: Jennifer Hill
WESTWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL, Office
3215 NW 15th Ave
FEE $29
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring $10 to class 
for supplies.

Don’t Miss Out!
Our programs need 
a minimum number 

enrolled before a class 
can run — so don’t wait!

Ensure your space.
Register TODAY!

Beginner Calligraphy
A class for writing, penmanship, and the joy of 
lettering. Learn the basics, 1-2 fonts, and how to add 
some flair to your everyday script.

HOB0011.1F2
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Aida Valdes Markley
SF NW Campus, S-328
FEE $59
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Needed materials: pen, 
pencil and blank paper. Suggested materials: 
Tombow Dual Brush Pen Markers. Supplies will be 
discussed in more detail at 1st class.

Intermediate Calligraphy
Love calligraphy, but want to keep expanding 
your knowledge and skill level? Learn more about 
writing, penmanship, and the joy of lettering in this 
new intermediate calligraphy class. Explore the vast 
selection of different fonts and how to transform them 
into creative masterpieces.

HOB0022.1A1
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Aida Valdes Markley
SF NW Campus, S-220
FEE $59
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Needed materials: pen, 
pencil and blank paper. Suggested materials: 
Tombow Dual Brush Pen Markers. Supplies will be 
discussed in more detail at 1st class.
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Drawing and Painting

Performing Arts

A Guide To Mixed Media
In this class we will explore the many ways to 
combine watercolor, collage and acrylic paint 

to produce experimental works. We will change the 
characteristics of traditional acrylics by adding special 
effect mediums, texture gels and modeling paste. Bring 
your ideas to class and be shown how to create them 
in innovative ways and perhaps create the unexpected. 
Bring the materials you want to work with to class. 

 ART0031.1R3
4 Wed., starts 4/8, 2 - 4 p.m.
Instructor: Beryl Bayer
SF BLOUNT CENTER, DC-08
401 NW 6th St, Downtown
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. 

Art Your Way!
This class will assist the student in developing skills in 
their chosen medium, which may include, watercolors, 
acrylics or graphite drawing. Students will be working on 
their individual projects and assistance will be provided 
as needed by the instructor.

 ART0067.1R3
4 Wed., starts 4/8, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Beryl Bayer
SF BLOUNT CENTER, DC-08
401 NW 6th St, Downtown
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. 

Charcoal And Graphite Art
Want to take your drawings to a new level as 
you improve your drawing skills? This is not 

your grade school pencil art class, so be prepared to be 
amazed!

 ART0026.1W4
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Earnest Lee
GAINESVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, Office
1900 NW 13th St
FEE $59
NOTE: No sr. waivers. A supply list will be provided by 
the instructor on the 1st day of class. Bring whatever 
supplies you have to class.

Acrylic Paint Pouring - Dutch Pour
Dutch pour painting is an acrylic pouring technique 
where different colors of paint are mixed with a 
pouring medium, before being layered on a small 
portion of the canvas. The layered paint is then 
surrounded by white paint. A straw or hairdryer is 
used to spread the paint for the final design. Learn 
the basics of Dutch Pouring, select your paint colors 
and additives to create a 12” x 12”  painting as well 
as a 6” x 6” ceramic tile mini-painting.

 CRA0042.1F6
1 Sat., starts 4/18, 10 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Drawing Basics
Using only a graphite pencil, we will explore the 
quality of line to describe organic and inorganic 

shapes, soft edges and hard edges. The same descriptive 
lines will be used to draw contour and cross contour 
shapes and finally these objects will be grouped together 
to form an interesting composition in correct proportion, 
one object to another.

 ART0004.1A3
4 Thu., starts 4/9, 2 - 4 p.m.
Instructor: Beryl Bayer
SF BLOUNT CENTER, DC-08
401 NW 6th St, Downtown
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring a pencil and typing 
paper to the first class.

Exploring Watercolors
Learn the basic techniques needed to produce lively, 
colorful, luminous and exciting watercolor paintings. 
Play in wet puddles of paint and watch how they flow 
together to create atmospheric illusions.

 ART0050.1D3
4 Tue., starts 4/7, 2 - 4 p.m.
Instructor: Beryl Bayer
THE VILLAGE, Tower Club Studio
8000 NW 27th Blvd
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. A supply list will be provided 
by the instructor the 1st day of class. Bring whatever 
supplies you have to class.

Watercolors: Beyond Basics 2
Using the techniques learned in EXPLORING 
WATERCOLORS, the student will learn how 

to create moody landscapes using atmospheric 
perspective. Composition will be discussed and how 
to lead the viewers eye around the scene will be 
demonstrated.

 ART0058.1M4
4 Thu., starts 4/9, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Beryl Bayer
THE VILLAGE, Tower Club Studio
8000 NW 27th Blvd
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. A supply list will be provided by 
instructor. Bring whatever supplies you have to class.

Beginner Hand Drumming
Learn to play a variety of hand drums, focusing on 
African/Afro Caribbean music and rhythms. If you don’t 
have a drum some will be provided.

MUS0078.1F1
6 Mon., starts 3/30, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Instructor: Leon Larson
SF NW Campus, S-29
FEE $69
NOTE: $10 fee paid to instructor at 1st class. Please 
bring your own drum. 

Advanced Hand Drumming
Take your talent of hand drumming to the next level with 
this advanced class for music lovers! Play a variety of 
hand drums, focusing on African/Afro Caribbean music 
and rhythms. 

MUS0088.1F3
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Instructor: Leon Larson
SF NW Campus, S-29
FEE $69
NOTE: $10 fee paid to instructor at 1st class. If you 
have a drum, please bring with you.

Fret-No-More! Guitar 101
Playing the guitar can be relaxing, enjoyable and easy to 
learn! Acquaint yourself with various folk strums, picking 
styles, chords, and embellishments. 

MUS0011.1A1
6 Mon., starts 3/30, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Julian Kazimier
SF DAVIS CENTER
17500 SW Archer Rd, Archer
FEE $64
NOTE: Please bring guitar and notepad.

MUS0011.1W4
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Julian Kazimier
WESTWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL, Office
3215 NW 15th Ave
FEE $64
NOTE: Please bring guitar and notepad.

Acrylic Paint Pouring - Pour, Swipe, Balloon Kiss
The Pour, Swipe, Kiss technique entails lines of paint 
poured across the canvas until filled. A contrasting 
line of color is poured down the middle of the painting 
and using a plastic folder the color is then swiped 
across the painting, creating a unique effect. A 
balloon is then pressed into the paint and removed, 
creating different effects. Select your paint colors and 
additives to create a 12” x 12” painting as well as a 
6” x 6” ceramic tile mini-painting.

 ART0075.1R6
1 Sat., starts 5/2, 10 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Acrylic Paint Pouring - Flip Cup
Flip cup painting is an acrylic pouring technique 
where different paint colors are mixed with a pouring 
medium before being emptied into a larger cup. A 
canvas is placed face down on the cup, and then both 
are flipped, so the cup is upside down on the canvas. 
The cup is then lifted to reveal the unique design. 
You’ll learn the basics of paint pouring, select your 
paint colors, and create a 12” x 12” painting as well 
as a 6” x 6” ceramic tile mini-painting.

 CRA0002.1R6
1 Sat., starts 4/4, 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Instructor: Heidi Schweibert
HEIDI’S CRAFT AND DESIGN
120 NE 1st St, Williston
FEE $34
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $20 materials fee will be 
paid to the instructor at class. Please note that 
this is a MESSY process! All students should 
wear old clothing. A small torch is used to pop air 
bubbles on the canvas. No experience necessary.

Introduction To Voiceovers: 1-on-1
Learn about different types of voiceovers and tools needed to find 
success. Your instructor, a professional voice actor from Voices For All, 
will take notes as you read a real script in this one-on-one video chat 
setting, and offer some coaching to improve your delivery. 18 and over.

HOB0005.1F5  |  Online: Register and start anytime  
Instructor: Voices For All  |  Voices For All, Inc.  |  FEE $49

Online
NOTE: No sr. waivers. This is an online one‑
on‑one course that you can begin anytime. 
Voices For All will contact you to schedule 
lesson. Must have Internet access and 
video chatting capabilities using either of 
the following free methods: Skype (for PC 
users) or iChat, Facetime, etc.
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Observership: Native Gardens
The Hippodrome’s first 
Observership of the decade is 

“Native Gardens” by Karen ZacarÍas, 
directed by VC Heidenreich Pablo, a 
high-powered lawyer, and doctoral 
candidate Tania, his very pregnant wife, are realizing 
the American dream when they purchase a house 
next door to community stalwarts Virginia and 
Frank. But a disagreement over a long-standing 
fence line soon spirals into an all-out war of taste, 
class, privilege, and entitlement. The hilarious results 
guarantee no one comes out smelling like a rose.

In the Hippodrome’s Observership Program, YOU are 
invited to join the backstage world which few audience 
members get to see. Join the cast and designers 
from the first rehearsal to the last. Get insider info on 
the art of acting. Learn how a production is created 
from design to construction. See first-hand how each 
show presents unique challenges and learn how we 
go about solving them. Become an active member of 
the Hippodrome family and join us to discover how a 
show goes from page to stage.

ACT0006.1R1
5 Fri., starts 3/27, 4 - 6 p.m.
Instructor: Hippodrome Instructor
HIPPODROME STATE THEATRE 
25 SE 2nd PL
FEE $100
NOTE: The Observership package includes 5 
classes and 1 ticket to a preview performance. 
Fri., 3/27 (4‑6 p.m.); Fri., 4/3 (12:45‑3 p.m.); Fri., 
4/10 (3‑5 p.m.); Thu., 4/16 (TBD); Wed., 4/22 (7‑
10 p.m.)

Scene Study For Actors
In the Hippodrome’s Scene Study 
for Acting class, students will learn 
how to craft the arc of the scene as they 
practice creating unique characters and 
learn how to break down a script into 

playable actions, as well as develop their dexterity to 
approach different characters truthfully. This class will 
also help participants realize the collaborative process 
between actors, directors and coaches and give 
them a comprehensive understanding of the specific 
demands of the entertainment industry. This series 
will allow participants to explore different writers, 
styles and genres of scripts and will encourage ease, 
spontaneity and clarity.

Elaina Walton is an actor, theatre-maker, and 
Gainesville, FL native with a B.A. in Theatre from the 
University of West Florida and an MFA in Acting from 
the University of Florida. She has performed as a 
featured vocalist for Carnival Cruise Line, and some of 
her other professional credits include Chasing George 
Washington, Dreamgirls, Rent, WHITE, and Hills On 
Fire. Elaina recently portrayed the role of “Marley” in 
the Hippodrome’s production of A Christmas Carol, and 
will return to the Hippodrome stage this summer in 
the role of “Justice” in the wonderful jukebox musical 
Rock of Ages.

ACT0006.1R1
5 Fri., starts 3/27, 4 - 6 p.m.
Instructor: Hippodrome Instructor
HIPPODROME STATE THEATRE 
25 SE 2nd PL
FEE $100
NOTE: No sr. waivers.

Visual Arts
Beginner’s Photography Bootcamp
Learn how to use your 35mm or digital camera by using 
the right tools and techniques. This class is for beginners, 
and people who have done photography for a while but 
have had no formal training.

PHO0003.1F3
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 5:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Instructor: James Atyeo
SF NW Campus, P-162
FEE $89
NOTE: No sr. waivers. You must have a SLR 
camera (film or digital), with manual override and 
interchangeable lenses. Also, if shooting film you are 
responsible for the purchase and processing for class 
assignments.

Advanced 35MM/Digital Photography
Now that you have finished Photography Bootcamp, 
join other like minded photographers and have fun 
challenging yourself with new ideas and assignments. 

PHO0004.1F3
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 5:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Instructor: James Atyeo
SF NW Campus, P-161
FEE $99
NOTE: No sr. waivers. You must have a SLR camera 
(film or digital), with manual override. You are 
responsible for the purchase and processing of your 
film or digital images. There will be a field trip on 1 
Saturday, 10 a.m.‑4 p.m., date/location TBD by class. 
You MUST have taken a previous Photo I course with 
Jim Atyeo and have his permission to register.

Intro To Screenwriting
Learn to create a logline, think about protagonist and 
antagonist, plot a story in a screenplay format, and avoid 
some classic mistakes made by beginning screenplay 
writers. Achieve writing the first ten or fifteen pages, or 
the first act.

 ENG0053.1F1
5 Mon., starts 4/6, 6:30 - 8:45 p.m.
Instructor: Gary Gordon
SF NW Campus, S-328 
FEE $69
NOTE: Bring a laptop or tablet, a paragraph to a page 
about your favorite movie: what it is and why, and any 
screenplay writing you’ve done or started.

Creative Short Story Writing
This class is for those creative students who feel the 
urge to compose their own stories. The earliest cultures 
wrote stories, even before the Sumerians, Egyptians, 
Greeks, and Roman cultures wrote stories (like Greek 
Homer’s story of Ulysses adventures). You’ll have a wide 
choice of subjects and themes from which to choose. 
We’ll write flash fiction stories of only 1-2 pages and 
traditional length stories as well. 

 ENG0003.1F1
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Michael Correia
SF NW Campus, B-30
FEE $59
NOTE:  Bring a notebook and pen. Recommended 
Books: (library books are okay) Webster’s Collegiate 
Dictionary (Miriam‑Webster, Springfield, MA, USA, 
2015. (paper or hardback). Elements of Style, E.B. 
White; Best American Short Stories Series (annual, 
i.e., 2012‑2014 collections).

Intermediate Writing Very Short Stories
Learn to create short story or prose poem 
structure. Includes discussions of the necessary 

skills, review of established fiction and non-fiction short 
stories and prose poetry, as well as in-class prompts, 
creative writing exercises and discussions on how to 
improve your short stories for publication. This will be 
an interactive and energetic class where questions and 
discussions are encouraged.

 ENG0073.1F4
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Kaye Linden
SF NW Campus, A-26
FEE $69
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Should have basic writing 
skills. Bring a laptop or pen and paper for notes and 
text book “35 Tips for Writing a Brilliant Flash Story” 
by Kaye Linden. Available on Amazon (paperback or 
kindle format).

Publishing Your Work
Whether you have a book of poetry, memoir, graphic 
novel, mystery, or other you no doubt want your work in 
print or available as an e-book. Learn about the different 
types of publishing options available, how to prepare a 
query letter, find an agent or self-publish, depending on 
your individual needs. Now that Create Space is no longer 
in existence, how do you self-publish most effectively?

 ENG0002.1F1
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Wendy Thornton
SF NW Campus, B-29 
FEE $54
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring pen and paper for notes.

Writing
Write Your Memoir
If you wish to write about your life for yourself, your 
family, or for the world, this course is for you. Participants 
will write short stories about everyday life, the people 
who influenced them, and life-changing events. Can’t 
remember the details? Handouts and charts will aid 
recall. Classmates will have a chance to share stories, 
though sharing is not mandatory.

 ENG0048.1F6
4 Sat., starts 3/28, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Susie Baxter
SF NW Campus, S-328
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring pen and paper for notes. 
Class is limited to 12. No class on 4/11.

Don’t Miss Out!
Our programs need 
a minimum number 

enrolled before a class 
can run — so don’t wait!

Ensure your space.
Register TODAY!
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iPhone Basics: Level I 
When you pick up your very first iPhone, it can be a little 
daunting to get started with new technology, especially 
if you’ve never used iOS before, which is Apple’s mobile 
operating system. Learn to navigate the user interface, 
understand the basic settings, create folders and explore 
the iPhone’s built-in applications. Updated for iOS 13.3.1 
or higher.

COM0046.1F3
3 Thu., starts 4/9, 6 - 8:30 p.m.
Instructor: Ken Humphlett
SF NW Campus, B-204 
FEE $59
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Only iPhones iPhone 6s or 
newer and updated for iOS 13.3.1 or higher. Bring 
your iPhone and accessories. All iPhones must 
already be fully charged and fully set up before 
coming to 1st class. Set up includes creating an 
Apple ID (also called an iTunes account) and you must 
know the password for that account.

Digital Video Storytelling
Use digital tools to tell your own story and bring 
your memories to life. Story ideas can come from 

experiences, people, places, or events. Learn how to 
capture those memories and retain them forever!

HOB0045.1F3
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Ericka Ghersi
SF NW Campus, N-115
FEE $59 - LAB FEE $10
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring your phone or digital 
camera and a USB flash drive to save pictures/
projects.

PC for Beginners and Beyond I 
This course is for people new to computers or those 
wanting to move beyond the basics. Learn the parts, 
terminology, the basics of Windows, how to create and 
save files, how to make a smart computer purchase, and 
much more.

COM0020.1F3
4 Thu., starts 4/2, 3 - 6 p.m.
Instructor: Brian Fox
SF NW Campus, C-118
FEE $89
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a USB/flash drive.

PC for Beginners and Beyond II 
In this course, we will discuss basic computer security, 
navigating Windows, managing your files, creating 
and customizing documents, changing your system’s 
settings, and an introduction to browsing the Internet.

COM0021.2F3
4 Thu., starts 4/30, 3 - 6 p.m.
Instructor: Brian Fox
SF NW Campus, C-118
FEE $89
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a USB/flash drive.

Blogging With WordPress 
Get started on your way to blogging fame. Basic 
WordPress skills to be introduced: creating a blog 
account, applying a theme, using categories, creating 
pages and posts, and editing content. This is a hands-on 
course in a computer lab. You may want to bring your 
own images on a flash drive. 

COM0069.1F2
3 Tue., starts 4/7, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Zona Gale
SF NW Campus, C-113 
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Some previous experience with 
basic web browsing and using email. Bring pen and 
paper for taking notes.

Internet: Essential Tips And Tricks 
This course will provide an overview of advanced 
tools for Internet research, a discussion of free 

Web-based services, as well as safe and free software 
available for download. Additionally, Internet security 
issues will be discussed. 

COM0011.1F1
1 Sat., starts 4/4, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Brian Fox
SF NW Campus, C-118
FEE $34
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a USB/flash drive if you 
have one. This is an intermediate class, so you should 
be familiar with the basics of Web browsers, file 
management, and Windows.

Note: Unless a prerequisite is noted, 
classes are designed for all levels!

Online Options
Luscious, Low-Fat, Lightning-Quick Meals
Join a registered dietitian and discover how easy 
it can be to prepare meals that are both delicious 
and nutritious!

Secrets of the Caterer
Learn cooking and business secrets from a 
professional caterer.

Start Your Own Edible Garden
Learn how to grow delicious, nutritious fruit and 
vegetables in your own backyard.

Ava i l a b l e  O n l i n e  A N Y T I M E ! 
S t a r t i n g  a t  $ 1 1 9

Check ed2go.com/santa feco l lege 
fo r  s tar t  da tes .

Additional classes online!

Culinary and Healthy Living

Computers and Technology

Love My Salad! 
Trying to incorporate more veggies in your life? 
Learn how to make, dress and enjoy 3 simple 

spring salads. Create tasty, nutrient-rich, colorful dishes 
from seasonal produce grown in Alachua County. Join 
us as we discover the bounty of spring and celebrate 
food using fresh fare from your local farmers market and 
flavor inspiration from Saporito Oil, Vinegar, Spice. 

CUL0084.1R6
1 Sat., starts 4/25, 3 - 5 p.m.
Instructor: Saporito OVS Instructor
SAPORITO OVS
4401 NW 25th Place
FEE $24
NOTE: No sr. waivers.

Teas Around The World 
The history of tea is long and complex, spreading across 
multiple cultures over the span of thousands of years. 
This class will introduce tea culture, the preparation 
and consumption of tea throughout the world. During 
the class we will drink many different varieties of white, 
green, oolong and black teas from China, India, Japan 
and other countries. Special attention will be given to 
the history and cross cultural significance of tea over the 
ages. 

HOB0071.1B2
4 Tue., starts 4/14, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Michael Garvin
SF BLOUNT CENTER, DC-08
401 NW 6th St, Downtown
FEE $34
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couples dancing
Couples Ballroom Dancing
Learn 3 essential dances- Waltz, Fox Trot, and East 
Coast Swing. Learn basic patterns, lead/follow, and 
timing in each dance in a stress free environment.

DAN0011.1B1
3 Sun., starts 3/29, 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
No class 4/12; will be made‑up 4/19.

Latin Couples Dancing
Learn 3 exciting Latin dances: Rumba, Salsa, and 
Bachata. You can enjoy dancing on a cruise, parties, 
at your wedding or a friend’s. Learn basic patterns, 
lead/follow, and timing in each dance in a stress free 
environment.

DAN0066.1B1
3 Sun., starts 3/29, 7 - 8 p.m.

Instructor: Eileen Parris
PARRIS DANCE STUDIO
2716 SW 100th St
FEE $39
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $6 facility fee paid at 1st 
class. Limited to 8 couples, both participants must 
register for class. Wear comfortable clothing and 
shoes (no flip flops). 

Beginning Argentine Tango
Learn to tango. No experience needed. Experienced 
dancers welcome. No partner needed. We rotate 
partners, but rotating is not required. Have fun learning 
how to dance with a partner.

DAN0044.1B7
4 Thu., starts 4/2, 9 - 10 p.m.
Instructor: Andrew Weitzen
B’NAI ISRAEL
3830 NW 16th Blvd
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $10 facility fee paid at 1st class 
to instructor. No class 4/9 or 4/16.

Beginning Swing Dance
Learn how to dance with a partner. Emphasis on having 
fun in a non-judgmental atmosphere. No experience 
needed. Couples friendly, you do not have to rotate. 
Single friendly, no partner required.
 

DAN0035.1G1
4 Thu., starts 4/2, 7 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Andrew Weitzen
B’NAI ISRAEL
3830 NW 16th Blvd
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $10 facility fee paid to instructor 
at 1st class. Please wear comfortable shoes/clothing 
(no tennis shoes). No class 4/9 or 4/16.

Intermediate Tap Dance
This class is designed for people who have completed 
the Intro to Tap and the Advanced Beginner Tap courses 
(or have had equivalent tap training), and who want to 
brush up, improve and refine technical skill, and enjoy 
learning new techniques and dance combinations. Some 
areas of focus might include shim sham, soft shoe, time 
steps, buffalos, multi-point riffs, cramp rolls, and more.

DAN0023.1B1
4 Wed., starts 4/1, 6:45 - 7:45 p.m.
Instructor: Julia Lunardo
WESTWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL, Office
3215 NW 15th Ave
FEE $49
NOTE: Wear comfortable attire and tap shoes.

Israeli Partner Dancing
Have fun learning the most fun kind of partner dancing! 
Singles and couples friendly, no partner needed and 
rotating partners is not required.

DAN0006.1F2
4 Thu., starts 4/2, 6 - 7 p.m.
Instructor: Andrew Weitzen
B’NAI ISRAEL
3830 NW 16th Blvd
FEE $39
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Wear comfortable shoes and 
clothing. No class 4/9 or 4/16.

Senior Line Dancing
This combined beginner and intermediate class is a 
great way to get moving, have fun, improve your health, 
sharpen your mind and body, and lift your spirits while 
listening to great music. Make some new friends and 
have a great time!

DAN0040.1R2
4 Thu., starts 3/5, 12 - 1 p.m.

DAN0040.1R1
4 Thu., starts 4/2, 12 - 1 p.m.
No class 4/9 or 4/16.

Instructor: Andrew Weitzen
SENIOR RECREATION CENTER
5701 NW 34th St
FEE $39
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Wear comfortable shoes and 
clothing. 

Beginners Belly Dancing
Belly Dance is an art, and just like any other 
dance form, it takes time, patience and lots of 

practice. It has many benefits including improved self 
confidence, increased mobility and flexibility, better 
posture, and even pain relief (especially lower back pain 
and menstrual pain). If you’re interested in Belly Dance 
or simply looking for a fun way to exercise then this is 
the course for you! 

DAN0071.1R3
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6 - 7 p.m.
Instructor: Rona Bennett
HIP MOVES FITNESS STUDIO
708 NW 23rd Ave
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers.

Mystical Belly Dancing
Come shimmy into shape and unlock the ancient 
mysteries of belly dancing. Belly dancing is a 
cardiovascular activity for women of all ages and 
shapes. It strengthens core muscles, burns calories, and 
improves flexibility. Have fun while you explore the exotic 
dance and music of another culture. Be prepared for an 
energetic class that will lift your spirits. Play with finger 
cymbals and veils as you shimmy and sway your body 
into better health.

DAN0020.1B2
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Marjorie Malerk
ETHNIC DANCE EXPRESSIONS
4000 W Newberry Rd, Suite D
FEE $49
NOTE: $10 facility fee paid at 1st class.

Dance
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“Physical fitness is not only one of the most important keys to a healthy body, it is the 
basis of dynamic and creative intellectual activity.”  ~ John F. Kennedy

Barefoot Fitness Bootcamp 101 
Participate in this fast-paced, heart-pumping, circuit 
training class that is designed to get you into incredible 
shape while having fun! A NSCA certified trainer will lead 
you through a vigorous but fun workout. We’ll incorporate 
sandbags, medicine balls, bands, and body weight that is 
guaranteed to get you the results you are seeking using 
current exercise science movement patterns, all while 
barefoot! Join the movement!

WELL0022.1B2
4 Tue., starts 4/7, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.

WELL0022.1B4
4 Thu., starts 4/9, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Instructor: Jeremey Ahlgren
MORING-SAN DOJO
6710 NW 126th Ave
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a water bottle and a 
karate Gi.

Kundalini Yoga
Kundalini Yoga is the yoga of awareness, designed to help 
people lead full and healthy lives. We will use posture, 
rhythm, breathing techniques, mantra, and meditation to 
deepen internal awareness, build energy and strength, 
release tension, improve flexibility, and calm the mind. 

HEA0021.1W3
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Kim Holton, Ph.D., RYT
GAINESVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, Office
1900 NW 13th St
FEE $49 + LAB FEE $5
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring a yoga mat and a 
blanket or large towel. No class 4/23.

Qigong For Everyone
Gain a stronger body, a sharper mind and a happier 
mood. Qigong (pronounced “chee gung”) is China’s rich 
tradition of self-healing using movement, breath and 
awareness. We will practice easy-to-learn, enjoyable 
Qigongs including selections from the beautiful and 
legendary Wild Goose style.

HEA0099.1W3
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 6:30 - 7:45 p.m.
Instructor: Ernest Campbell
WESTWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL, Office
3215 NW 15th Ave
FEE $54
NOTE: Please wear comfortable clothes.

Posture and Stretching Yoga
Students will learn basic and intermediate poses to 
achieve re-alignment, balance, and relaxation.

WELL0023.1R4
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6 - 7 a.m.
Instructor: K. A. Shakoor
GLOBAL MMA ACADEMY 
4000 W Newberry Rd, Suite F
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $15 facility fee paid to instructor 
at 1st class. Please wear comfortable clothing.

Fitness 1 on 1
A certified personal trainer 
will motivate, encourage 
and challenge you with a
variety of exercises and 
teach you proper form. The 
exercises will be based on your current fitness level 
and designed to help you meet your fitness goals! 
Fee covers four sessions.

SPO2015.1B1
4 Sessions
FEE $59

Fitness 1 on 1 For Seniors
If you want to improve your physical health and be 
better able to keep up with your grandchildren then 
this is for you. A certified personal trainer will help 
you work on improving your balance and help you 
strengthen your body. Fee covers four sessions.

SPO2016.1B2
4 Sessions
FEE $59

Instructor: Fitness Pro Instructor
FITNESS PRO PERSONAL TRAINING 
3741 W University Ave
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $10 facilities fee due at 
1st class. For new Fitness Pro customers only. 
Instructor will call to schedule your personal 
fitness program. You must register between 4/1 
and 5/10.

Yoga/Pilates Mix
Combine the best elements of both for our Yoga/
Pilates mix. Focus on flexibility, core strength, posture, 
coordination, coupled with meditation and relaxation.

HEA0014.1B6
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 7 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Rona Bennett
HIP MOVES FITNESS STUDIO
708 NW 23rd Ave
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a yoga mat (if you have 
one) or a towel. 

Yoga For Relaxation
Understand yogic practices and concepts to build total 
health: physical, mental, emotional and spiritual. 

HEA0030.1B3
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 9:30 - 11 a.m.
Instructor: Sandra Angelou
ETHNIC DANCE EXPRESSIONS
4000 W Newberry Rd, Suite D
FEE $49
NOTE: $10 facility fee paid 1st class. Bring a yoga 
mat (if you have one) or a towel.

Gym Santa Fe Membership
Get access to SF’s weight and exercise room, the 
gym floor, scheduled classes, and racquetball courts 
when not in use by classes or college activities. Call 
395-5549 for info on available hours and activities or 
go to: santafesaints.com/information/fitness_center. 
Children must be at least 16 years old to register. You 
are responsible for getting a Student ID Card.

PHY0030.1F1
4 weeks, starts 3/30
SF NW Campus, V/Gym
FEE $20

PHY0030.1F2
6 weeks, starts 3/30
SF NW Campus, V/Gym
FEE $30

PHY0030.1F3
8 weeks, starts 3/30
SF NW Campus, V/Gym
FEE $40

PHY0030.1F4
12 weeks, starts 3/30
SF NW Campus, V/Gym
FEE $60

NOTE: Gym is open Mon. thru Fri. at available hours. 
Gym will be closed for holidays (including Memorial 
Day, 5/25) and weekends.

* After you have registered with Community Ed, stop 
by Student Life in Building S, Rm. 127 to pay the $5 for 
your gym card. Please be sure to bring your receipt. *

Health and Fitness

Yoga Thru The Moon Cycle
Stretch and relax with yoga as we follow the 
different phases of the moon. Our emotions and 

physical body are very much influenced by the moon’s 
changing cycle. Learn how to work with the lunar cycle in 
our daily lives and how to utilize our yoga and breathing 
practices for maximum health, stress release and inner 
peace. 

WELL0020.1F2
5 Tue., starts 3/31, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Instructor: Shenna Benarte
SF NW Campus, V-16 (inside Gym)
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $5 fee paid to instructor at 
class. Bring a towel or yoga mat. No class 4/14.
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Advanced Mindfulness-Based Meditation
Advanced Mindfulness-Based Meditation for Stress 
Reduction class will continue onward with the next 
series of meditation classes based on the Mindfulness-
Based-Stress-Reduction (MBSR) course from the 
University of Massachusetts Medical School’s “Center 
for Mindfulness” for your personal meditation needs. For 
comfort, we will be seated on chairs.

HEA0144.1F4
3 Sat., starts 4/25, 9 - 10 a.m.
Instructor: Beatriz Bruna de
SF NW Campus, S-221
FEE $34
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Previous training in 
Mindfulness‑Based Meditation required. Wear 
comfortable clothing and bring a water bottle. 
Students may bring a mat.

Mindfulness-Based Meditation
Mindfulness-Based Meditation for Stress Reduction is 
a series of meditation classes based on the first four 
classes of the Mindfulness-Based-Stress-Reduction 
(MBSR) course from the University of Massachusetts 
Medical School’s “Center for Mindfulness” for your 
personal meditation needs. 

HEA0044.1G4
3 Sat., starts 4/4, 9 - 10 a.m.
Instructor: Beatriz Bruna de
SF NW Campus, S-221
FEE $34
NOTE: Wear comfortable clothing and bring a water 
bottle. Class is open to continuing students.

De-Stress and Relax: Meditation
Learn effective and retainable methods to achieve 
calmness with meditation.

WELL0039.1F1
6 Mon., starts 3/30, 7 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: K. A. Shakoor
SF NW Campus, S-221 
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Wear loose, comfortable 
clothing and bring a water bottle.

Guide To Running For Everyone
Running is an incredibly unique and personal 
sport. It means something different to everyone. 

Understand that running is not a means-to-an-end 
but rather an integral part of a healthy and happy life. 
Whatever your running goals may be, this course will 
help you achieve them and take your running to the next 
level. 

SPO0068.1F2
5 Tue., starts 4/7, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Russell Wesley
SF NW Campus, B-27
FEE $39
NOTE: Please wear comfortable clothing/shoes. All 
participants will have the opportunity to attend a 
Florida Track Club Meeting.

Integrated Energetic Exercise
This class will address energetic exercises in four 
categories: 1) Medical Qigong, 2) Tai Chi, 3) Hatha Yoga, 
and 4) Mindfulness and Meditation. This class is for all 
levels; beginners welcome.

WELL0019.1R2
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 7:30 - 9 p.m.
Instructor: K. A. Shakoor
GLOBAL MMA ACADEMY 
4000 W Newberry Rd, Suite F 
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $15 facility fee paid to instructor 
at 1st class. Wear comfortable clothing.

Intro to Energetic Medicine
Students will be introduced to concepts of energetic 
medicine and how to apply it to their daily lives for a 
better quality of health and wellness.

WELL0030.1F1
6 Mon., starts 3/30, 6 - 7 p.m.
Instructor: K. A. Shakoor
SF NW Campus, S-221 
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Wear comfortable clothing. 

Nia: Fusion Fitness
Nia is a holistic fitness technique that blends elements 
of dance, martial arts, and healing arts (i.e., yoga), and 
is easily adaptable to all levels of fitness and experience. 
Nia boosts both physical and emotional well-being, 
through pleasurable, healthy and creative movement 
form.  

DAN0029.1R7
4 Sun., starts 3/29, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Sarit Sela
VISIONARY ATHLETICS
716 N Main St
FEE $39
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please wear comfortable 
exercise clothes and bring a water bottle.

Long Staff 101
The manipulation of the long staff can stretch and tone 
the vast majority of the muscles of the body. By utilizing 
Karate Bo katas, you can have an exciting set of moves 
that work the body without becoming boring. These 
exercises are excellent for blood circulation, breathing, 
coordination, and working the midriff and back muscles 
which can help posture.

WELL0031.1R7
6 Sun., Thu., starts 4/2, 6 - 7 p.m.
Instructor: Thomas Huffman
AIKIDO OF GAINESVILLE
4424 SW 35th Terrace
FEE $64
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please wear comfortable 
exercise clothes and bring a water bottle. Class 
meets Thursdays 6‑7 p.m. and Sunday’s 2‑3 p.m.

Online Options
Food, Nutrition, and Health
In this informative course, you will gain a holistic view 
of current food and nutrition issues and their impact 
on physical, social, emotional, and spiritual health.

Get Assertive
Get the assertiveness training you need in order to be 
more confident and powerful with family members, 
friends, bosses, co-workers, professionals, service 
people, and even total strangers. It’s your turn to 
speak up!

Individual Excellence
Master twelve career-enhancing skills including goal 
setting, time management, personal organization, 
and creativity.

Mastering Public Speaking
Learn the secrets of effective public speaking and 
small group communication.

Get Funny!
Learn how to use humor to speak more effectively, 
write better, and increase your popularity.

Ava i l a b l e  O n l i n e  A N Y T I M E ! 
S t a r t i n g  a t  $ 1 1 9

Check ed2go.com/santa feco l lege 
fo r  s tar t  da tes .

Additional classes online!

Self-Defense Basics
This course is designed to provide the basic information 
necessary to protect yourself from attack in your daily 
life. Learn how to increase your awareness, avoidance 
and de-escalation techniques, as well as physical self-
protection methods.

SEL0011.1B1
4 Wed., starts 4/8, 9 - 10 a.m.
Instructor: Jeremey Ahlgren
MORING-SAN DOJO
6710 NW 126th Ave
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring a water bottle and 
towel.

Iaido: The Way of Japanese Swords
Learn to draw and manipulate, while moving and re-
sheathing, a Japanese-style wood sword in a slow, 
deliberate, dignified manner. This allows coordination 
of many parts of the body in a slow way similar to yoga 
or isometrics. Good for improving flexibility, blood flow, 
energy, concentration and breathing. 

WELL0027.1R1
6 Mon., starts 4/6, 5:45 - 7 p.m.

WELL0027.1R3
6 Wed., starts 4/8, 5:45 - 7 p.m.

Instructor: Thomas Huffman
AIKIDO OF GAINESVILLE
4424 SW 35th Terrace
FEE $69
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Wear workout clothing, that 
covers the shoulders, knees and midriff. Bring $10 
for purchase of your belt.

Health and Wellness
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Beginner Adult Fencing 
Warm-up and stretching, footwork, bladework, beginning 
tactics and strategy. Improves your coordination, rhythm, 
timing and focus. An exercise program that equally 
develops mind and body.

SPO0075.1F2
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6 - 7:30 p.m.

SPO0075.1F4
6 Mon., starts 3/30, 6 - 7:30 p.m.

Instructor: Brian Harper
FLORIDA FENCING ACADEMY
1925 NW 2nd St
FEE $59
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Taught by Florida Fencing 
Academy. All equipment provided.

Taekwondo
This course includes 6 weeks of training and a free 
uniform ($49 value). If you’re looking for a fun and unique 
fitness regimen with a supportive group of fellow adult 
students and instructors, then you’ll want to enroll for 
this course! No previous training necessary.

HEA0027.1B1
6 Mon., Wed., starts 3/30, 7:10 - 7:50 p.m.
Instructor: Erik Magbanua
PRO TAEKWONDO TOWER SQ.
5827 SW 75th St
FEE $69
NOTE: No sr. waivers.

HEA0027.2B2
6 Tue., Thu., starts 3/31, 7:30 - 8:10 p.m.
Instructor: Somi Parks
PRO TAEKWONDO MILLHOPPER
4907 NW 43rd St, Suite F
FEE $69
NOTE: No sr. waivers.

Introduction To Fly Fishing
This course will introduce you to the essentials of fly 
fishing in Florida waters. Learn the basics of casting, 
rigging, knot tying and fly construction and learn a little 
about the history along the way. Course will include 
some lecture time in class and practice casting outside.

SPO0054.1F3
3 Wed., starts 4/8, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Robert Craig
SF NW Campus, B-26
FEE $34
NOTE: Bring $10 for materials to 1st class, any fly 
rods, reels and fly line if you have it.

Cardio Tennis
Cardio Tennis is an engaging group fitness 
program featuring the heart pumping effects of 

tennis drills, games, and skills delivering the ultimate 
full body and calorie burning aerobic and anaerobic 
workout. There are 3 segments: warm up, a cardio 
workout and the cool down segments. Cardio Tennis 
is an excellent way for beginners to get into the game 
and have a fun workout - all at the same time.

SPO0077.1B3
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: David Porter
JONESVILLE TENNIS
14080 NW 32nd Ave 
FEE $59
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please wear comfortable 
clothing and shoes. Bring a racquet if you have 
one. 

Grappling 101
Grappling classes are designed to increase your ability 
to control and defend against an individual that is 
attempting to hold you down or grab you from a standing 
and grounded position. We teach throws, joint locks, 
and defense against chokes to help you become a more 
empowered and confident person!

SPO0069.1D1
4 Mon., starts 4/6, 8 - 9 a.m.

SPO0069.1D3
4 Wed., starts 4/8, 8 - 9 a.m.

Instructor: Jeremey Ahlgren
MORING-SAN DOJO
6710 NW 126th Ave 
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring a water bottle and 
a Gi.

Golf For Beginners
In this beginners class, you’ll be taught basic golf 
fundamentals from putting through driving. Receive 
one hour of instruction and one hour of supervised 
practice or playing.

SPO0020.1E3
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 3 - 5 p.m.

Golf Part II
Building on the basic golf fundamentals taught in level 
I. Receive one hour of instruction and one hour of 
supervised practice or playing.

SPO0019.1E6
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 3 - 5 p.m.

Instructor: Eric Thomas
IRONWOOD GOLF COURSE
2100 NE 39th Ave 
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. $30 greens fee paid at 1st 
class; covers use of the course, golf balls and any 
available clubs.

Kickboxing 101
This class is great for novices, fighters, hobbyists, and 
people looking for a fun way to get in shape. There are 
separate days designated for sparring (sparring not 
required, but available).

SPO0059.1R1
4 Mon., starts 4/6, 6 - 7 p.m.

SPO0059.1R6
4 Sat., starts 4/4, 9 - 10 a.m.

Instructor: Jeremey Ahlgren
MORING-SAN DOJO
6710 NW 126th Ave 
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a water bottle and any 
MMA/Boxing gloves you might own.

Karate 101
Karate classes are designed to increase your fitness, 
focus, self-confidence, self-defense methods, and 
technical abilities. You will learn proper punching, 
kicking, and blocking methods as well as pre-arranged 
fight movement patterns called “kata” or forms.

SPO0074.1R2
4 Mon., starts 4/6, 6 - 7 p.m.

SPO0074.1R3
4 Sat., starts 4/4, 9 - 10 a.m.

Instructor: Jeremey Ahlgren
MORING-SAN DOJO
6710 NW 126th Ave 
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a water bottle and a 
Karate Gi.

Sports

Don’t Miss Out!
Our programs need 
a minimum number 

enrolled before a class 
can run — so don’t wait!

Ensure your space.
Register TODAY!
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Florida In The Gilded Age
Even before the advent of air conditioning, 
Florida was a popular winter retreat for wealthy 

northerners, particularly during the period between the 
Civil War and the Great Depression, much of which 
is known as the “Gilded Age.” Join local author Lee 
Gramling as he explores the exciting history of early 
Florida in Hotels, Pullman Cars and the Very Rich: Florida 
in the Gilded Age.

HIS0037.1F4
2 Thu., starts 4/16, 7 - 9 p.m.
Instructor: Lee Gramling, Jr.
SF NW Campus, S-328
FEE $29

Dissent On Trial - The 70s
Following the riots at the Democratic National 
Convention in  Chicago in 1968, “The Chicago 

8”, including Abbie Hoffman, Tom Hayden, and Bobby 
Seale, were charged with conspiracy to incite those 
riots. “The Gainesville 8”, seven of whom were 
Vietnam veterans and members of Vietnam Veterans 
Against the War, were charged with the same thing 
regarding the Republican Party Convention in Miami 
Beach in ‘72 before the convention. Russell Means 
and Dennis Banks, leaders of the American Indian 
Movement (AIM), were charged with conspiracy for 
leading the takeover of Wounded Knee, South Dakota, 
in ‘73. In Trials of the Century, this class will present 
information about these trials and the media, and 
cultural response as the court cases made headlines, 
and the issues may be relevant today.

HIS0022.1P4
1 Tue., starts 4/7, 6:45 - 9:15 p.m.
Instructor: Gary Gordon
SF NW Campus, S-220
FEE $24
NOTE: Bring a laptop, smartphone or notepaper 
and pen for taking notes.

Fly Tying For Florida
Learn the basics of saltwater and warm water fly tying. 
Learn to tie several standard flies than can be used in 
and around Florida to catch our most common fish. The 
tools, techniques, methods, and materials used in fly 
tying will be explained.

HOB0070.1B6
3 Thu., starts 4/9, 6:30 - 9 p.m.
Instructor: Robert Craig
SF NW Campus, B-29
FEE $44
NOTE: $15 materials fee paid to instructor at 1st 
class. Please bring a fly tying vise and scissors.

Digital Video Storytelling
Use digital tools to tell your own story and bring 
your memories to life. Story ideas can come from 

experiences, people, places, or events. Learn how to 
capture those memories and retain them forever!

HOB0045.1F3
6 Wed., starts 4/1, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Ericka Ghersi
SF NW Campus, N-115
FEE $59 - LAB FEE $10
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring your phone or digital 
camera and a USB flash drive to save pictures/
projects.

Discover Your Next Chapter
A vision board is a collage of images or words 
representing the vision and goals you want to 

create and accomplish. There will be a short discussion, 
and then you will create your vision board on a 16” x 20” 
canvas. All supplies are provided, including magazines.

PGR0075.1F4
1 Thu., starts 4/9, 6 - 9 p.m.
Instructor: Jennifer Thomas
SF NW Campus, S-328
FEE $39
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring pen and paper to 
take notes.

Forged/Welded: Sandhill Crane
Day one entails a visit to Leslie Tharp’s blacksmithing shop 
for a crash course into forging fundamentals. Learn to 
hammer hot steel on an anvil while texturing and forming 
the parts needed to create your sculptural Sandhill Crane. 
On day two, we meet at Santa Fe’s welding shop to attach 
our forged pieces and create the finished crane. During 
our time at Santa Fe, we will work on using MIG welding 
techniques.

MEC0015.1F6
1 Sat., Sun., starts 4/25, 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

MEC0015.2F6
1 Sat., Sun., starts 4/25, 1 - 5 p.m.

Instructor: Leslie Tharp
LESLIE THARP DESIGNS
7325 NW 13th Blvd
FEE $99
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring $75 for materials 
to 1st class. Please wear denim pants that go all 
the way to your ankles, (leather boots ideal), shirts 
must be made of cotton, can be short sleeved. When 
welding you’ll be given a welding jacket to wear over 
your shirt. 2nd class meets in H‑38 at SF College.
 

The Joy Of Flying Drones
This course will cover all the information necessary to 
get your commercial drone license as well as renew your 
previously existing one, and cover all the requirements 
needed to operate under part 107 as a safe commercial 
drone pilot. Those interested will be eligible to take the 
test for their Remote Pilot Airman Certificate with the FAA 
after this course. We’ll integrate hands-on experience 
with classroom material.

HOB0002.1F1
7 Tue., starts 3/31, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Daniel Oakley
SF NW Campus, O-103
FEE $89
NOTE: This class is open to all levels of drone 
enthusiasts from novice to experienced pilots (1‑5 
lbs. weight). Bring your drone or use instructors!

Hobbies

History and Culture
History Of The Duckpond
This class will focus on the Duckpond Neighborhood, 
which was the first district to be placed on the 
National Register of Historic Places in Alachua 
County. Many of the Victorian homes found here are 
built in the Queen Ann architectural style between 
the 1880s through the 1930s. The Hotel Thomas, as 
it was formerly known in 1910 as a home for Major 
William R. Thomas, was converted in 1928 to a hotel.

HOB0017.1B2
1 Thu., starts 4/9, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Melanie Barr
THE VILLAGE, Tower Club Learning Center
8000 NW 27th Blvd
FEE $29
NOTE: No sr. waivers. A Powerpoint slideshow 
will illustrate the significant buildings and events.

ADD/ADHD In The Workplace
Learn new strategies to ensure your success at 
work. Understand the internal traits and external 
factors that contribute to job enjoyment. You can 
make the positive aspects of ADHD work for you.

 PGR0026.1F4
1 Wed., starts 4/8, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Helen Kornblum, MA
SF NW Campus, B-02
FEE $24
NOTE:  No sr. waivers. Bring paper and pen for notes.

College And Career Pathfinder
This workshop is for students and adults who are 
wondering about possible careers, majors, and 
colleges. We will focus on the training opportunities 
available at Santa Fe College and the jobs to which 
they lead. We will also introduce you to useful online 
resources for researching possible career paths, 
choosing academic and career goals, and planning 
effectively to achieve those goals.

 CAR0040.1F3
1 Thu., starts 4/9, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: James Yawn
SF NW Campus, R-217
FEE FREE

An Invitation To Your Future
Overview of SF Business Programs Opportunities; 
Please join us for an informal exploration in career 
opportunities in business, accounting, paralegal 
studies, office administration, health information 
management and technology, insurance, and more, 
including several Bachelors degrees! Learn how 
you can join SF’s graduates who are achieving their 
employment goals.

 CAR0002.1F1
1 Tue., starts 4/7, 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Instructor: Doug Robertson & James Schindler
SF BLOUNT CENTER, DA-125
401 NW 6th St, Downtown
FEE FREE
NOTE: Class will be led by Mr. Doug Robertson, 
Academic Advisor, and Mr. James Schindler, 
Carrier and Job Placement Coordinator.

Career And Test 
Prep

Don’t Miss Out!
Our programs need 
a minimum number 

enrolled before a class 
can run — so don’t wait!

Ensure your space.
Register TODAY!
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Coding With Minecraft
Explore concepts in computer science through 
Microsoft MadeCode and use them to mod your 

very own Minecraft world. Learn all about how to use 
events, variables, conditionals, functions and more that 
will make you a Minecraft master like never before.

 CFK0266.1B5
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Gwendolyn Thompson
SF BLOUNT CENTER, DA-124
401 NW 6th St, Downtown
FEE $89
NOTE: No sr. waivers. For kids 8 to 14 only. 

Robotics: Battle Bots!
In this advanced Lego Mindstorms robotics 
course, you will learn advanced programming 

and logic, culminating in an autonomous robot 
build-n-battle finale.

 CFK0500.1B5
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 1 - 3 p.m.
Instructor: Gwendolyn Thompson
SF BLOUNT CENTER, DA-124
401 NW 6th St, Downtown
FEE $89
NOTE: No sr. waivers. For kids 8 to 14 only. 

Butterflies For Your Garden
Learn about the life cycle of butterflies and what can be 
done to encourage their survival. Plant nectar sources 
to attract them and larval plants to foster the egg-laying 
and feeding of caterpillars. Then watch as the caterpillars 
grow and transform into a chrysalis where metamorphosis 
occurs and the butterfly emerges to begin the cycle again. 
Learn what you can do to reduce insecticidal use, pests, 
and diseases and specifically what larval plants to grow for 
which butterflies. Also, learn how to plant and propagate 
larval and nectar plant sources to promote butterflies 
in your garden. Focus will be given to instructor’s vast 
experience with Monarchs, Gulf Fritillarys, and Zebra 
Longwings. Various seeds/cuttings will be available for 
participants.

GAR0007.1F6
1 Sat., starts 4/4, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Christopher Curry
SF NW Campus, S-220
FEE $34

Introduction To Bonsai
Go through the necessary care of several types of trees 
and plants, and the different kinds of care that are 
required to grow Bonsai in containers properly. We’ll cover 
the materials needed, such as tools, pots, soil, and other 
supplies that are specific to Bonsai, and work with each 
student so that you receive hands on training on a tree.

NAT0043.1F6
1 Sat., starts 2/1, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Instructor: Charlie Santostefano
SF NW Campus, B-01
FEE $54
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring $20 to pay 
instructor for materials. Instructor will provide a tree 
in a container for each person and basic tools for use 
during the class. Bring your lunch if you wish.

Container Gardening
You only have a window box, a balcony, a patio or a 
postage stamp of a yard? Make the most of it, with 

a little planning, some care in plant selection and grow 
your plants in containers. Our second class will be a hands 
on workshop planting in containers.

HOM0060.1W1
2 Sat., starts 5/2, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Christopher Curry
SF NW Campus, S-220
FEE $34

Edible Gardening
Want to live off the land by eating from your garden? It’s 
possible to transform your yard by incorporating fruits, 
herbs and vegetables into a garden of Eden.

HOM0140.1F6
2 Sat., starts 4/18, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: Christopher Curry
SF NW Campus, S-220
FEE $34

Organic Fruit/Veggie Gardening
This course will explain the basic philosophy of organic 
gardening, and focus on practical solutions for home and 
community gardeners in North Central Florida. Students 
will gain a comprehensive understanding of organic 
fruit and vegetable gardening, receive online and print 
resources, learn from guest speakers and optional field 
trips to local farms, and develop a garden design and 
planting plan.

NAT0035.1G2
6 Sat., starts 3/28, 10 - 11:30 a.m.
Instructor: Florida Organic Growers Instructor
SF NW Campus, S-221
FEE $39
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a pen and notepad for 
taking notes, and $10 to 1st class to be paid to 
teacher for instructional materials.

Landscape Design For Homeowner
Save money, labor, limit problems and aid in producing a 
coherent and attractive look to your property. Get the right 
plant in the right place by looking at what exists now to 
determine what plant selections you will need. Learn the 
elements of design, and discover your preferences. You 
will produce a site plan, plant list, and schedule for your 
own landscape design.

HOM0039.1A1
4 Wed., starts 3/30, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Christopher Curry
WESTWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL, Office
3215 NW 15th Ave
FEE $49

Eliminate Paper Clutter
Are you afraid to file papers because you won’t be able 
to find them again? Too much paper or personal clutter 
in your home office affects your business and home life. 
A good filing system is built for easy retrieval. Learn how 
to categorize papers into files and folders along with the 
mechanics of setting up a filing system with an index.

HOM0051.1W2
1 Wed., starts 4/15, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Helen Kornblum, MA
SF NW Campus, B-02
FEE $24
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a pen and notepad for 
taking notes.

Staging Your Home To Sell
If you are planning to put your house on the market, it goes 
without saying that you are hoping to sell your home as 
quickly as possible. Set the stage for success with these 
tips for styling and upgrading your home, and see results. 
Staging a house is the process of strategically arranging 
furnishings and decor to make a house look its best while 
selling. Learn how to stage your home and some other 
helpful tips in this one-day class!

HOM0028.1F2
3 Tue., starts 4/7, 6:30 - 7:45 p.m.
Instructor: Heather Damron, LMHC
SF NW Campus, B-228
FEE $24
NOTE: Bring a pen and notepad for taking notes.

Downsizing: What To Keep, Donate, And Toss
Does your life seem unmanageable because 
you’ve collected too much “stuff” over the years 

and don’t know where to start? This informational seminar 
will get you started and on the road to success.

HOM0012.1F2
1 Wed., starts 4/22, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Helen Kornblum, MA
SF NW Campus, B-02
FEE $24
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring a pen and notepad for 
taking notes.

House and Garden

College For Kids
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Refund Policy For Outdoor Adventure Trips —
Consider your reservation for a trip/class carefully! All classes require preregistration. No refund for cancellations made less than 24 hours before tour. * Please call Adventure 
Outpost at least 2 days before trip to discuss boat preference (canoe, kayak or tandem kayak.) 

For All Outdoor Adventures — *
No sr. waivers. Maps or directions will be emailed 1-2 days before trip. Lessons are included for beginners and equipment is provided. If you have any questions about your hike or 
canoe/Kayak adventure, you may contact your trip leader for further information. The phone number is listed below:

Lars Andersen/Adventure Outpost: (386) 454-0611

Bird Watching
Develop your skill in identifying the birds in our region. 
Whether you are a beginner or have some experience 
in bird watching, this field course will increase your 
knowledge of our feathered friends. This class is taught 
by a variety of our local birding experts. Please provide 
email address and phone number, instructor will contact 
you before 1st class.

NAT0003.1B6
5 Sat., starts 3/28, 7:45 - 9:45 a.m.
Instructor: Ala Audubon Instructor
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT, Parking Lot
34th St and SW 20th Ave
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring binoculars if you have 
them, cameras are welcome too. Register early, this 
class fills quickly. One of the classes will be a trip 
to Cedar Key, which lasts until 2 p.m. Meet on east 
side of Sherwin‑Williams Paint parking lot. Must be 
at least 18 yrs. old to register.

Island Hopping The Cedar Keys *
Nature still rules in the Cedar Keys area of Florida’s 
Big Bend. It’s a low, wet country where land merges 
gradually with the sea, shrinking and expanding with the 
ebb and flow of tides. Shore birds, dolphins, horseshoe 
crabs and a menagerie of plant and animal species make 
this a fascinating area to explore by kayak. Difficulty: 
Moderate paddle on open water. Three hours of paddling
may be tiring to some. Skill level: Good for beginners and 
pros alike. Basic instructions given for beginners.

SPO0024.1W3
1 Sat., starts 4/4, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Instructor: Lars Andersen
CEDAR KEY
FEE $59 

Silver River Paddle *
Silver Springs has long been one of the crown jewels 
of wild Florida, with clear spring water and beautiful 
semi-tropical scenery. In recent decades, this river has 
experienced dramatic declines in volume and water 
quality. On this tour, we’ll identify and give lore of plants 
and animals seen while discussing the river’s story, from 
its rich history to its uncertain future. Difficulty: Easy 
paddle on gentle current. Skill level: Good for beginners 
and pros alike.

NAT0010.1B6
1 Sat., starts 4/11, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Instructor: Lars Andersen
SILVER SPRINGS
FEE $59
NOTE: Please bring $8 for park entrance fee.

Instructor: Melanie Barr  |  FEE $24 per tour
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Class size is limited, so register 
early. These are walking tours. Wear comfortable shoes 
and clothing; dress for weather.

Historic Duckpond Walking Tour
The Duckpond Neighborhood was the first district 
to be placed on the National Register of Historic 
Places in Alachua County. The Thomas Center is the 
centerpiece of the neighborhood. Formerly known as 
the Hotel Thomas in 1910 as a home for Major William 
R. Thomas. In 1928 it was converted to a hotel.

HOB0009.1D7
1 Sun., starts 4/5, 2 - 4 p.m.
THOMAS CENTER
302 NE 6th Ave

Historic Walking Tours

Don’t Miss Out!
Our programs need 
a minimum number 

enrolled before a class 
can run — so don’t wait!

Ensure your space.
Register TODAY!

Outdoor Adventures

Learning The Constellations
Learn how to navigate using the stars! This two-
session course (facilitated by James C. Albury - co-
host of the nationally syndicated PBS program ‘Star 
Gazers’) teaches you the fundamentals of finding 
your way around using the stars. By the end of 
the course, be able to tell what season it is, which 
direction you’re traveling and how far north or south 
you are on the Earth, just by the constellations you 
can see above you. Both two-hour sessions will be 
held at the Kika Silva Pla Planetarium at Santa Fe 
College’s NW Campus using their Chronos optical/
mechanical projector by Goto.

NAT0050.1F6
2 Sat., starts 4/11, 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Instructor: James Albury
SF NW Campus, X-132
FEE $39

Buddhist Philosophy And Meditation
This class will cover how Buddhist philosophy has 
integrated into the countries of the pan-Buddhist 
diaspora as well as learning practical and retainable 
methods to achieve calmness through meditation.

HIS0035.1F4
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 6 - 7 p.m.
Instructor: K. A. Shakoor
SF NW Campus, S-221
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please wear comfortable 
clothing.

Special Interests
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ASL- Conversational II
A continuation of conversational American Sign 
Language I. Take your sign language study a 

step further with additional vocabulary and grammar. 
You must have taken ASL 1 or a comparable beginning 
level class.

LAN0002.1F1
5 Thu., starts 4/2, 5:30 - 7 p.m.
Instructor: Sheila Lucas
SF NW Campus, B-202
FEE $59
NOTE: Bring text “Signing Illustrated” by Micki Flodin 
(approx. cost $20).

Portuguese For The Traveler
Learn the correct grammar expressions to survive in 
Portuguese speaking countries; emphasis will be on the 
five competencies of listening, speaking, reading, writing, 
and culture. We will be including cultural readings, class 
discussions, use of the Internet, and a variety 
of activities to target the use of grammar and 
how to build sentences to help you connect to 
native speakers.

LAN0007.1G4
6 Thu., starts 4/2, 6:30 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: Ericka Ghersi
SF NW Campus, A-04
FEE $69
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring laptop or 
smart‑phone to work with online language 
applications during class.

Beginner Spanish
This course is appropriate for beginners with some 
basic knowledge who want to expand their vocabulary, 
improve their pronunciation, and develop skill in listening, 
speaking, and reading. Students will learn about telling 
time, when to use SER or ESTAR, possessive adjectives, 
and ordinal numbers. We will use -AR verbs and will also 
learn to use –ER, –IR and irregular verbs.

LAN0040.1F2
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 7:15 - 8:45 p.m.
Instructor: Julia Lunardo
SF NW Campus, B-29
FEE $69
NOTE: Students should purchase the text “Complete 
Spanish Step by Step” by Barbara Bregstein. Bring 
a binder in which to keep handouts and a tablet or 
smart phone for online games and quizzes.

Advanced Spanish
This course focuses on improving students’ speaking 
ability and listening comprehension. Students will also 
read a play or some short stories to expand vocabulary 
and strengthen reading comprehension. Verb tenses 
that will be used and practiced are present, present 
progressive, preterit, imperfect, past progressive, 
present perfect, future, and conditional. If you are fairly 
comfortable with these tenses and with conversing in 
Spanish but would like more practice and refinement, 
this course is for you.
 

LAN0050.1F2
6 Tue., starts 3/31, 5:30 - 7 p.m.
Instructor: Julia Lunardo
SF NW Campus, B-29
FEE $69
NOTE: Please purchase ‘Spanish the Fast and Fun 
Way’ by Gene Hammit prior to the start of the class. 
A laptop or iPad is needed in order to participate in 
online practice activities. Bring a folder or 3‑ring 
binder for handouts.

Thai For The Businessman
The ‘Land of Smiles’ can be a culturally-
challenging place. The heavy emphasis on 

masking true feelings requires the outsider to work much 
harder in terms of how they communicate and relate to 
people. Gain an understanding of business protocol and 
work culture including the influence culture and customs 
play in property etiquette. Taught by Instructor Siri “Coco” 
Blumberg, who grew up in Thailand and completed her 
Business Administration degree there as well.

LAN0008.1F6
4 Sat., starts 4/4, 2 - 3:30 p.m.
Instructor: Siri Blumberg
SF NW Campus, S-328
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers.

Languages

Beginning Conversational French
Discover how easy it can be to learn common words 
and phrases for both leisure and business.

Conversational Japanese
Whether you want to learn conversational Japanese 
for travel or just for fun, you’ll find this course makes 
it easy and enjoyable for beginners to master the 
essentials of the Japanese language.

Discover Sign Language
Discover the fun of learning sign language and using 
your hands to communicate.

Instant Italian
This dynamic course will teach you how to express 
yourself comfortably in Italian. You’ll read, hear, 
and practice dialogues of everyday words which 
will teach you to communicate in a wide variety of 
settings.

Speed Spanish
Learn six easy recipes to glue Spanish words 
together into sentences, and you’ll be engaging in 
conversational Spanish in no time.

Speed Spanish II
Follow-up to the popular Speed Spanish course with 
several new ways to help you build fluency.

Spanish in the Classroom
Learn the essential Spanish for teachers so you can 
communicate effectively with your Spanish-speaking 
students and parents.

Online Options

Ava i l a b l e  O n l i n e  A N Y T I M E ! 
S t a r t i n g  a t  $ 1 1 9

Check ed2go.com/santa feco l lege 
fo r  s tar t  da tes .

Additional classes online!

 Grammar for ESL
If English is your second language and you’re headed 
to college, this course will teach you the principles of 
grammar and structure you’ll need to succeed.
 
Writing for ESL
Learn how to write in English more effectively to 
succeed in college and at work.

Stocks, Bonds, and Investing: Oh, My!
Learn how to make wise investment decisions so that 
you have enough money to live comfortably through 
your retirement.

Personal Finance
Protect your assets and discover how best to achieve 
all your financial goals.

Where Does All My Money Go?
Learn how to get control of your money once and for 
all.

Stock Trading Suite
Learn how to make wise investment decisions and 
discover valuable techniques that show you step-by-
step how to research and value stocks.

Don’t Miss Out!
Our programs need 
a minimum number 

enrolled before a class 
can run — so don’t wait!

Ensure your space.
Register TODAY!
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Money and Finance
Financial Fitness Goals 101
Come prepared in workout attire to exercise 
your body and brain! This course is designed to 

provide a fun way to learn key financial literacy skills 
while tapping into light physical fitness activities.

FIN0021.1F1
3 Mon., starts 4/20, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: In Due Time Solutions
SF NW Campus, P-161
FEE $99
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Please bring a water bottle and 
a yoga mat or towel. Also, bring a notepad and pen 
for taking notes.

Home Buying Made Easy
Learn the key steps to successfully buying a home. Learn 
what to do first and the meaning of those sometimes 
confusing real estate terms. Information on each step 
of the process will be presented to make you a smart 
shopper.

HOM0026.1F2
1 Mon., starts 4/6, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Terence Lehman
SF NW Campus, S-220
FEE $24
NOTE: Bring a notepad and pen.

How To Sell Your Home Fast
Learn why some homes sell in a day, and others remain 
on the market for months from an experienced real 
estate broker. Find out what’s important to home buyers. 

HOM0048.1F4
1 Mon., starts 4/13, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Terence Lehman
SF NW Campus, S-220
FEE $24
NOTE: Bring a notepad and pen.

The Art Of Flipping Homes
Have you ever wondered what is involved with renovating 
homes? Want to learn how to research and evaluate 
properties with popular search engines? The methods that 
will be shared in this course are geared to increase the 
competency of new Real Estate investors.

FIN0018.1R4
1 Thu., starts 5/7, 6 - 8 p.m.
Instructor: In Due Time Solutions
SF GTEC, Rm. GT-108
2153 SE Hawthorne Rd
FEE $49
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring pen and paper for taking 
notes.

Understanding Medicare
What are your options? What are the costs? And what is 
the difference? There are several types of plans to choose 
from once you are eligible for Medicare Parts A and B. This 
class will bring clarity to those choices so you can better 
make an informed decision.

FIN0005.1F2
1 Tue., starts 4/14, 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Karen O’Brien
SF NW Campus, S-220 
FEE $34
NOTE: No sr. waivers. Bring pen and paper for taking 
notes.

Quit Your Day Job: Air BnB 101
Are you interested in getting into the short-

term rental market? Now is the perfect time to 
consider owning and hosting a short term rental 
with an Air BnB. Doing this can be lucrative and 
fun if done correctly! Learn the tools and resources 
needed to start your journey. Additionally, learn 
income and expense expectations, financing options, 
time commitment/management options, property 
identification, listing positioning, optimal pricing, tax 
knowledge and risk and liability.

FIN0019.1F1
1 Mon., starts 4/20, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Instructor: Elizabeth Pepine
SF NW Campus, S-220
FEE $29
NOTE: No sr.  waivers. Bring a notepad and pen.

Racial Equity Workshop
Even those who are concerned about racial disparities in all American systems and institutions are challenged in 
their understanding of how racism remains alive and well, advantaging some while harming others. The Racial Equity 
Institute’s (REI) two-day Phase I training is designed to develop the capacity of participants to understand racism in 
its institutional and structural forms. Moving the focus from individual bigotry and bias, the REI Phase I workshop 
presents an historical, cultural, structural and institutional analysis of racism. With a clear understanding of how 
institutions, systems, and culture are producing unjust and inequitable outcomes, participants are better equipped 
to work for change. Phase I builds the capacity of participants to identify the root causes of disparity and establish 
goals and strategies based on that deeper understanding. Participants develop an analysis of institutional racism that 
helps their organization develop a common understanding of the problem and a common language to address it. This 
paradigm-shifting experience redefines issues of equity as they manifest in systems and institutions today and the 
attendant actions of individuals who seek to address them.

Racial Equity Workshops
REI0002.2F2
Wed., Thu., 5/6 & 5/7, 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SF NW Campus, S-29

Instructor: Multiracial Team of Trainers
FEE $295
NOTE: This workshop comprises two full days of 
training and is led by a multiracial training team. 
Lunch, snacks and beverages will be provided.

For more information and to register visit sfcollege.edu/communityed.

Ongoing Series

Online Options
Personal Finance
Protect your assets and discover how best to achieve 
all your financial goals.

Where Does All My Money Go?
Learn how to get control of your money once and for 
all.

Introduction to Stock Options
Learn how stock options can protect your portfolio 
and help you profit in any type of market.

Ava i l a b l e  O n l i n e  A N Y T I M E ! 
S t a r t i n g  a t  $ 1 1 9

Check ed2go.com/santa feco l lege 
fo r  s tar t  da tes .

Additional classes online!

Keys to Successful Money Management
Certified financial planner shows you how most wealthy 
people build their fortunes.

Real Estate Investing
Build and protect your wealth by investing in real estate.

Stocks, Bonds, and Investing: Oh, My!
Learn how to make wise investment decisions so that 
you have enough money to live comfortably through your 
retirement.

Business Finance for Non-Finance Personnel
This course will help you understand business 
environments, financial statements, and strategy so 
you can make more profitable business and personal 
financial decisions.
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Community Education classes for seniors 60 years and older may have their 
registration fees waived for some classes if: 1) they register the first night of class 
- students who register before the class begins or register online will pay full price 
for the course; no refunds, no exceptions; 2) space is available in the class, and 3) 
the class has met the required minimum seats filled. The student must pay all lab 
fees or additional fees. Please check space availability by calling 352-395-5193 
the day before 1st class. Some classes do not allow senior waivers.

SENIORS

You may drop a class and receive a full refund by calling the Community Education 
office DURING THE FIRST TWO WEEKS OF THE COMMUNITY EDUCATION TERM for 
any class 2 weeks or longer in length. For shorter classes, you must drop the class 
at least 2 business days before the class begins to receive a refund. After that, you 
must fill out a petition for refund. See website for refund policies. You will receive 
a refund check in the mail in approximately 3 - 4 weeks. Your credit card account 
will NOT be credited for the amount. 

REFUNDS

Community Education reserves the right to cancel classes based on low enrollment 
or other causes. The student will be notified in advance, and a full refund will be 
provided.

CANCELLATION POLICY

If you need special help because of physical disabilities, please contact Community 
Education at 352-395-5193.

Community Education reserves the right to add or delete without notice any courses 
offered in this catalog, or to alter the fees or costs.

All credit card payments will receive an email receipt. Please make sure you 
provide your email address. This information will not be shared with any other 
organization or company.

You do not have to be a student of Santa Fe College to take Community Education 
classes.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Call 352-395-5193 the day before 1st class to see if space is available. Fees must 
be paid at registration by MasterCard, Visa, Discover or American Express. Cash 
CANNOT be accepted.

ONSITE REGISTRATION

1. Online - Go to sfcollege.edu/communityed and click “Take A Class”.

2. Telephone - Call 352-395-5193. Pay with Visa, MasterCard, Discover or 
American Express.

3. Office - Hours are 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday. Pay with Visa, MasterCard, 
Discover, or American Express. We do not accept cash.

REGISTRATION

Please create a student ID#. You can use any combination of 8 letters and numbers.

Home Phone Number: Alt. Phone Number:

First Name: Last Name: MI:

Address: City: ST: Zip:

Email Address: Birthdate: /           /
(Confirmation will be sent via email for credit card registration)

Sex: Race:

1 WhiteMale

2 African AmericanFemale 4 Asian/Pacific Islander 6 Other

3 American Indian/Alaskan Native 5 Hispanic

(Visa, MasterCard, Discover or American Express Number) Make check out to Santa Fe College. Mail to Community 
Education, 401 NW 6th St., DA-143, Gainesville FL 32601

Check #: 

Method of Payment (Complete When Mailing Registration)

(Exp. Date) (Signature) (Today’s Date)

Course No./Section No. Course Title Course FEE Lab Fee Total

Student ID#

REGISTRATION FORM
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MORE COURSES AVAILABLE  
AT OUR ONLINE INSTRUCTION CENTER

ed2go.com/santafecollege 

Courses Start as Low as:

$119

Enroll Now!

Visit our Online Instruction  
Center today!

 ed2go.com/santafecollege

or call: 

 352-395-5193

M o r e  t h a n  3 0 0  o n l i n e  c o u r s e s 

> Instructor-Facilitated

 Online Courses
> Instructor-Facilitated

 Online Courses
Our instructor-facilitated online 

courses are informative, fun, 

convenient, and highly interactive. 

Our instructors are famous for their 

ability to create warm and supportive 

communities of learners. 

All courses run for six weeks (with 

a 10-day grace period at the end). 

Courses are project-oriented and 

include lessons, quizzes, hands-

on assignments, discussion areas, 

supplementary links, and more. You 

can complete any course entirely 

from your home or office. Any time of 

the day or night.

Introduction to Microsoft Excel

Discover the secrets to setting up fully 

formatted worksheets quickly and 

efficiently.

Discover Digital Photography

An informative introduction to the 

fascinating world of digital photography.

Ready, Set, Read!

A learning specialist shows you how to 

raise a successful reader and writer.

Speed Spanish 

Learn six easy recipes to glue Spanish 

words together into sentences, and you’ll 

be speaking Spanish in no time. 

Where Does All My Money Go?
Learn how to get control of your money 

once and for all. 

Write Your Life Story

Learn how to create and distribute 

an inspirational and professional 

autobiography for family, friends, and 

others. 

Genealogy Basics

Learn where to look, who to contact, and 

how to use research tools to begin an 

exciting and fascinating exploration of 

your roots. 

Grammar Refresher

Gain confidence in your ability to 

produce clean, grammatically correct 

documents and speeches. 

Intermediate Microsoft Excel 

Work faster and more productively with 

Excel’s most powerful tools. 

Real Estate Investing

Build and protect your wealth by 

investing in real estate. 

Introduction to Microsoft Access
Store, locate, print, and automate access 
to all types of information. 

Introduction to Microsoft Word 
Learn how to create and modify 
documents with the world’s most 
popular word processor.  

Beginner’s Guide to Getting Published
Published writer shows you how to give 
yourself the credibility you need to get 
your books and articles published.  

Discover Sign Language
Discover the fun of learning sign 
language and using your hands to 
communicate with deaf people.

Introduction to Dreamweaver 
Harness the broad range of capabilities 
Dreamweaver brings to Web 
development. 

Introduction to PC Troubleshooting
Learn to decipher and solve almost any 
problem with your PC. 

Introduction to PowerPoint
Build impressive slide presentations filled 
with text, images, video, audio, charts, 
and more.

Easy English I
In this easy and fun course, you’ll learn 
the basic English skills you need for 
real-life activities including shopping, 
job-hunting, and handling medical 
emergencies. 

Grammar for ESL
If English is your second language, this 
course will teach you the principles of 
grammar and structure.  

GRE Preparation - Part 1
Discover powerful strategies for success 
in the verbal and analytical sections of 
the GRE.

Learn  

from the 

comfort of 

home!

1. Visit our Online Instruction Center:

 ed2go.com/santafecollege

2. Click the Courses link, choose 

the department and course title 

you are interested in and select 

the Enroll Now button.  Follow 

the instructions to enroll and pay 

for your course.  Here you will 

enter your e-mail and choose 

a password that will grant you 

access to the Classroom.  

3. When your course starts, return to 

our Online Instruction Center and 

click the Classroom link. To begin 

your studies, simply log in with 

your e-mail and the password you 

selected during enrollment.

How to Get Started: 

Learn More...
•  Expert Instructor 

•  24-Hour Access 

•  Online Discussion Areas 

•  6 Weeks of Instruction

New course sessions begin 

monthly. Please visit our Online 

Instruction Center to see exact 

start dates for the courses that 

interest you.

Requirements:

All courses require Internet access, 

e-mail, and the Microsoft Internet 

Explorer or Mozilla Firefox Web 

browser. Some courses may have 

additional requirements. Please visit 

our Online Instruction Center for more 

information.
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Check out some NEW classes for Spring term!

Butterflies For Your Garden

Cardio Tennis

Charcoal and Graphite Art

Coding With Minecraft 

Digital Video Storytelling

DIY Card Crafting

Drawing Basics

Edible Gardening

Yoga Thru The Moon Cycle

...and much more!


